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Chapter 2431: The special of Zining Xuanbei! 

   Wu Yushan has the body of an emperor tiger, and his vitality is far beyond the same level. He has 

always been extremely proud, but now he is truly afraid and inferior! 

 

   Compared with Ye Chen, his vitality is as fragile as a dying person... 

 

   Faced with **** a person, he can't kill him, he is crazy, he is clearly in a desperate situation, and he 

is chasing your opponent, who is not afraid? 

 

   and! Even if his vitality is extraordinary, he can't bear Ye Chen's scalp numb, unreasonable power 

against the sky! 

 

   If he hadn't been wearing this superb uniform, even if he had the body of the Emperor Tiger, he 

would have been smashed into mud by Ye Chen, but now, he has reached his limit... 

 

   Generally speaking, fighting Ye Chen, Wu Yushan felt that he was not facing a martial artist, but a 

fierce and mighty ancient beast! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen roared wildly, the power of breaking the sky surged, and squeaked, Wu 

Yushan's battle axe was deeply embedded in Ye Chen's chest, and the huge power instantly shook Ye 

Chen's body! 

 

   Ye Chen spit out a big mouthful of blood, but! Even so, Ye Chen didn't take a step back. A dazzling 

golden light burst out from his left hand. A shocking ape croak faintly sounded in everyone's ears. Wu 

Xinshan's pupils shrank, and he didn't even have time to draw his battle axe. It has been hit on his chest! 

 

   There was a loud bang, and the earth trembled, and at the moment when this fist was hit, Wu 

Xinshan's extremely strong suit was actually dimmed in an instant, and after wailing, it was scattered 

and broken! 

 

Wu Xinshan screamed. Without the protection of the battle uniform, his body was blasted off in an 

instant, hitting the protective light curtain of the fighting arena, which turned out to be a light curtain 



capable of withstanding the aftermath of the battle of the strongest Taixu peak. All cracks have been 

smashed! 

 

   It can be seen how terrifying Ye Chen's power is! 

 

   At this time, Wu Yushan, the whole person seems to be turned into a puddle of mud! The 

meridians, bones, and internal organs of the whole body are all shattered! 

 

  Wu Family Patriarch and others on the stands stood up all of a sudden, Wu Bo screamed in grief, 

"Xinshan!" 

 

   Ye Chen panted, glanced at the injury, and found a faint light covering it! 

 

   The physical body is recovering! 

 

   This light does not belong to me at all! 

 

   This is when Zi Ning’s yin and yang are combined, Zi Ning’s reincarnation monument faintly passed 

to him! 

 

   The reincarnation monument in Zi Ning's body is a spiritual monument! 

 

   Controlling the living beings, represents the spiritual monument of recovery! 

 

   He vaguely remembered the first time Zi Ning unwrapped the seal and revealed the reincarnation 

monument! Not a spiritual word! 

 

   is a huge "beginning", carved on the Xuanbei! 

 

   This shows that this mysterious stele was the first to be successfully refined out of ten! 



 

   represents the beginning of life! 

 

   If this is the case, maybe Zining should be connected as soon as possible! 

 

   He glanced at Wu Yushan, which was like mud. If he hadn't controlled his strength just now, Wu 

Yushan had been completely blasted into nothingness. 

 

   This time the smashing of the beast sword made his strength greatly reduced, which is really 

thrilling. 

 

   Don't look at him frantically changing his injuries. In fact, if he is a little careless, even if Ye Chen 

has a trace of hesitation and hesitation, he may die! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen has already reached his limit. If the charged punch just now did not break Wu 

Xinshan's defense, he would be very dangerous in this battle. 

 

   However, he was the one who won in the end! 

 

   Everyone's eyes focused on Ye Chen's body in an instant, and the thunderous cheers resounded on 

the battlefield! 

 

   Ye Chen! This man has completely conquered them! 

 

   Even, many people's attitude towards Lingwu Continent has changed! 

 

   Wu Yushan's eyes were bloodshot, staring at Ye Chen who was walking step by step, his pupils 

trembled crazily, and his eyes were full of fear! 

 

   Yes, but his body can't move a bit! 

 



   Ye Chen looked down at Wu Yushan, with a sneer from the corner of his mouth, playing with a 

taste: "Why? Afraid? Don't you think I can pretend and have been waiting for this chance to fight me? 

Huh? Why are you afraid now?" 

 

   While talking, he stretched out a foot and said coldly: "Don't worry, didn't I say that I will give you a 

chance? Dog, I'm tired of killing, don't want to kill, are you a dog?" 

 

   Wu Yushan's pupils shrank! 

 

   He clearly remembered what he said to Ye Chen before the battle started... 

 

   He said, if Ye Chen kneels and licks his shoes now, he can spare him... 

 

   But now, it's him who wants to lick the shoes! 

 

   But he, can you lick it? 

 

Who is he? He is the first genius in Mancheng, the goal that countless people yearn for, the pride of the 

Wu family, the eye-catching, brilliant existence! 

 

  Wu Xinshan, how could he lick other people's shoes! 

 

   He would rather die! Not to be a stubborn dog in the eyes of everyone! 

 

   "What?" Ye Chen said coldly: "No? I don't have a lot of time?" 

 

   After that, you have to raise your legs! 

 

   Wu Yushan's pupils trembled violently, cold sweat on his forehead, opened his mouth violently, 

and frantically licked Ye Chen's boots covered with dust and blood mist! 



 

   A trace of contempt flashed in Ye Chen's eyes. He couldn't just kill Wu Xinshan. In that case, the 

Wu family would definitely retaliate desperately. 

 

   But if Wu Yushan was left alone, the Wu family would be concerned about the existence of the 

soul deed and would not be able to deal with him. 

 

However, the current Wu Xinshan is basically abolished. Even if it can be restored, the cultivation base 

will probably not be able to go further. A generation of geniuses has completely become a waste 

Moreover, it is still a waste of no dignity. , Today's matter will surely spread throughout Mangcheng, and 

no one will look at him anymore. 

 

   This might be more cruel than killing him directly. 

 

   "Ye Chen!" 

 

   "Ye Chen!!!" 

 

   "Ye Chen!!!" 

 

   At this time, 100,000 spectators in the Arena of Fighting Arena shouted Ye Chen's name! 

 

   Yin Ming's veil, and above the beautiful face, there is a lot of pride and happiness. Every woman 

hopes to be guarded by her beloved man, right? 

 

   Yin Ming stared at Ye Chen. At this time, she couldn't help feeling that even if the sky fell, a figure 

would come to her and lift up the sky for her! 

 

   Ye Chen's figure! 

 

   And Ye Chen kicked Wu Yushan away, swiped Wu Yushan's storage bag with a wave of his hand, 

and said lightly: "This is your life money." 



 

As soon as   's voice fell, he turned and left amidst the calls of everyone. 

 

   Since then, there has been a legend in Mancheng. 

 

   Manshan Mountain Villa. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the hilt of the beastly sword in his hand with a wry smile. It seemed that he 

needed a new weapon, and if it was a very powerful weapon! ! 

 

   He didn't want to be smashed by others again in the trials. 

 

It's just that... he doesn't have that much money now... Although he can still refine some Horcruxes, the 

Horcruxes are probably not so valuable in the Kingdom of God. After a battle with Wu Xinshan, he has 

discovered , The people of the Kingdom of God seem to be much stronger than the people of Lingwu in 

the defense of the soul. 

Chapter 2432: just began! 

What made him a little bit dumbfounded was that Wu Yushan's weapon that was smashed by him 

seemed to be forged by him at his own expense. For this reason, all his savings were spent. Now, it is in 

the storage bag in Ye Chen's hand. Except for the magic card, there is almost nothing of value. 

 

   And the big axe used by Wu Yushan is also a treasure of the Wujiazhen clan, so he can't let him 

take it away at will... 

 

   Even if he took it, he could only sell it. After all, he didn't need a battle axe. 

 

   Immediately, Ye Chen asked Gu Lao: "Gu Lao, do you have any way to get the right weapon for 

me?" 

 

   Old Gu Gu heard the words: "What do you require for the weapon?" 

 



   Ye Chen pondered for a moment, and replied: "First of all, be strong! I don't want my weapon to 

be smashed by anyone, and then it is heavy!" 

 

Now Ye Chen’s most powerful thing is his power. In fact, Ye Chen, who originally had the power to break 

the sky, has the meaning of changing his weapon. The heavier weapon, the more he can exert his 

power! 

 

   Gu Lao heard the words and suddenly asked: "Ye Chen, how big is your pure power now?" 

 

   Ye Chen said: "If I only talk about strength and don't rely on martial arts and Dantian, I can beat the 

late stage of Taixu, and even the peak!" 

 

  The old face of the bone is shocking. In terms of pure physical strength, this is what he only had 

when he reached the slashing state! 

 

   However, unless physical training, the strength of a general warrior cannot be measured by 

strength alone. 

 

   Immediately, Gu Lao's eyes brightened and said: "Ye Chen, do you know that there is an extremely 

rare and peculiar material in this world, called Qingtianshi?" 

 

   "Sky Rock?" 

 

   Ye Chen looked at Gu Lao in confusion, he had never heard this name. 

 

   At this time, Guro said lightly, "Golden Sky Stone? This thing is suitable for you." 

 

Old Gu laughed and said: "In the hands of ordinary people, except for the heavy anomaly, there is 

nothing special about this sky-high stone. Even, because it is too heavy, the weapon made with its main 

material, ordinary warriors, What is unusable, even in the ancient times, some top crafting masters only 

added some to the weapons to increase the weight of their weapons." 

 



  "But if you who have such a great power come to use it, this great sky stone is completely different! 

 

   Sky Rock has no other attributes, but it has a very terrifying nature! " 

 

"That is, the stronger the user's power, the stronger the Sky Rock will be! Use your power to drive the 

Sky Rock, and its sturdiness is even higher than that of the Wu family's town clan weapons!!! " 

 

"what!" 

 

   Ye Chen also showed an extremely shocking expression when he heard the words. He already 

understood the power of the Wujiazhen clan's weapons! 

 

  How hard is this thing? 

 

   That, with his strength, is simply invincible! 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes could not help but reveal extremely excited expression! 

 

   If he gets this Sky Rock, his strength can be improved a lot! Even if facing a warrior with a powerful 

weapon and a protective magic weapon, he will never be as strenuous as before facing Wu Xinshan! 

 

   Sky Rock, he is bound to win! 

 

   "Bone Lao, you mean, do I have a way to get this Sky Rock?" 

 

   Gu Lao smiled and nodded: "Yes, boy, you are lucky. In the past, when I was exploring some ruins, I 

discovered the existence of the Sky Rock. 

 

   However, the Sky Rock has a characteristic. When it is mined, it must use pure physical strength to 

break his innate aura before it can be put into the storage bag. 



 

But my physical strength at the time was unable to take away the Sky Rock. When I had the power to 

take away the Sky Rock, before I had time to return to the ruins, I was conspired by the villain. Death, it's 

cheaper for you now, your strength is just enough to break that innate aura..." 

 

   Ye Chen showed ecstasy, and hurriedly asked: "Where is the sky-high stone? Is it far from here?" 

 

   After all, the trials are only a month later, if you are too far away to catch up with the trials, you 

can only give up temporarily. 

 

   Gu Lao took out a jade slip and stuck it on his forehead. After a while, he threw the jade slip to Ye 

Chen and said: 

 

"Hey, that Qingtian Stone is called Wanshi Mountain, it's about a few days away from here, not too far 

away, the ruins are extremely secretive, and I'm still outside the ruins, I have placed a high level Without 

my guidance, it’s almost impossible to discover the magical array. I have recorded the details in the jade 

slip." 

 

   "Thank you!" Ye Chen took the jade slip, and after earnestly thanking the old man, his spirit swept 

across the jade slip and immediately turned and headed outside the village. 

 

  …… 

 

   At the same time, within a divine gate of the kingdom of God. 

 

   A girl in white riding a giant black beast passed through the gate. 

 

   After a short time, the girl and the giant beast appeared in the kingdom of God. 

 

   If Ye Chen were here, he would be surprised! 

 



  Because of this person, it turned out to be Wei Ying, the supreme palace lord of the Absolute Frost 

Imperial Palace. 

 

   Wei Ying stretched out her slender hand and touched the black mans, a rare smile appeared on the 

corner of her mouth. 

 

   There is no feeling of coldness. 

 

   "Umang ah Umang, I brought you to find that ‘bad guy’, are you happy?" 

 

   "This guy is really not worrying, I am afraid the kingdom of God will suffer." 

 

   At this moment, several warriors passed by. 

 

   Wei Ying's expression instantly returned to coldness. 

 

   The veil floated in the wind, it was full of chill. 

 

   Those warriors looked at the mount under Wei Ying more. 

 

  Because this mount is so majestic. 

 

   Step on the flame The magic is surging! 

 

   But they dare not have any ideas! 

 

   Only because a person who can control such a beast can be weak! 

 

   A few people walked away quickly, whispering. 



 

   "Have you heard that in the battle of the Manshan Martial Arts Arena, it is said that a boy in the 

closed door situation defeated the Wu family genius under the absolute superiority of the Wu family 

genius!" 

 

   "Unbelievable! I was so excited about it!" 

 

   "That kid is a closed door!" 

 

   "That's it? Then what is this kid's name? I need to pay attention." 

 

   "That kid seems to be called Ye Chen, or he is from the Lingwu Continent..." 

 

   "How could this kind of enchanting appear in Lingwu Continent?" 

 

   "I don't know if it's true or not..." 

 

   Everyone goes away. 

 

   Wei Ying above Umang smiled. She patted Umang's body and said: "Let me just say it, this kid is 

really not worrying." 

 

   "How long has it been since I came to the kingdom of God, it has caused such a big thing!" 

 

   "Do you want to find this guy?" 

 

   Umang made a neigh, very excited. 

 

   However, Wei Ying said, "Follow me again, I have a few places to go, and I need you now." 

 



   "Fine, let's get on the road." 

 

   "The hatred of the Absolute Frost Imperial Palace has just begun!" 

 

   The light flickers! Murder appeared! 

 

  The black air broke through the sky! ! 

 

   The girl and the monster disappeared! 

Chapter 2433: bad! 

  …… 

 

   There are colorful boulders everywhere, and there are hardly any trees in sight. In the stone forest 

of flowers and grass, there are five figures flashing fast. 

 

These five people, four men and one woman, all exist in the Tai Void state, and their strength is not 

weak, but at this time, they are all more or less injured, and their slightly pale faces are also covered. 

The color of fear! 

 

   Behind them, a roar suddenly sounded, the earth and rocks were surging, and under the ground, a 

giant beast that was covered with blue gloomy light was suddenly drilled, the first-born unicorn, shaped 

like a dragon! 

 

   is really a ghost in the emptiness! But at this time, there were many cracks on the body of this 

Earth Jiao. Obviously, the injury was not light! 

 

   Earth Jiao, even in the kingdom of God, is also a very powerful monster, even if it is placed in the 

ancient times, it can be considered to dominate one party! 

 

The woman among the five was extremely beautiful and charming. At this moment, a bit of resentment 

flashed on her pretty face, and she cursed, "What's the matter with that idiot Zhao Xian? Take us here to 



collect. The top grade ore, unexpectedly encountered such a terrifying land flood! If he hadn't been 

killed by this land flood first, I will definitely let him die!" 

 

   These people are all from a force named Tianjiumen, and the woman's name is Zhang Zi. Because 

of her beauty and extraordinary talent, she is almost the goddess of most of the Tianjiumen disciples! 

 

   The Zhao Xian in Zhang Zi’s mouth is also one of the people who admire Zhang Zi, but not everyone 

can approach Zhang Zi. 

 

   In order to get close to Zhang Zi, Zhao Xian even gave Zhang Zi the martial arts resources allocated 

to him by the sect, but how could Zhang Zi be able to please him so easily? 

 

   If only to give up martial arts resources, wouldn't all the people in the sect be qualified to contact 

the coveted goddess? 

 

   In order to satisfy Zhang Zi, Zhao Xian tried his best to perform various dangerous tasks, obtaining 

martial arts resources, profound spirit stones, and treasures to her. 

 

   At the beginning, Zhang Zi was satisfied with his performance. When he was in a good mood, he 

would care about him a few words and act like a baby. This was enough to make Zhao Xian exasperated 

and even more desperate towards Zhang Zi! 

 

   But, recently, Zhang Zi's attitude towards Zhao Xian has become more and more indifferent. 

 

   Zhao Xian is just an ordinary martial artist from a family background. Even if he can occasionally 

give away some valuables, how can he compare to those wealthy children in the long run? 

 

   At the thought of Zhang Zi talking and laughing with those elder brothers, Zhao Xian felt like a 

knife! 

 

   In order to regain Zhang Zi’s favor, he was born to death, explored the extremely dangerous 

Wanshi Mountain in terms of his strength, and finally found a treasure place with many precious 

minerals! 



 

   However, these top ore is the same as the Sky Stone, and also possesses innate aura. It requires 

two Taixu existences to take action to break open! 

 

   Zhao Xian immediately took his discovery with joy and found Zhang Zi! 

 

   Originally, he only wanted to bring Zhang Zi to come. Who would have thought that in order to 

obtain more ores, Zhang Zi would have called the young brothers who were around her as well! 

 

   Anyway, the ore obtained by these people will eventually contribute to themselves, right? 

 

   After Zhao Xian learned about it, he was terrified to persuade Zhang Zi. There are too many 

people, and it is very possible to attract the powerful monsters in Wanshi Mountain, which is extremely 

risky! 

 

   However, Zhang Zi only took Zhao Xian's dissuasion as an excuse for him to be alone with him, and 

ignored him. 

 

  Finally, as Zhao Xian said, several people attracted this terrifying groundwater bird. Among the five, 

Zhang Zi was the weakest. When the groundwater bird appeared, Zhang Zi was the most dangerous! 

 

   In order to save Zhang Zi, Zhao Xian desperately blocked the ground, and a few people had the 

opportunity to start counterattack! After some competition, they fled without a match! 

 

   However, Zhao Xian was also severely injured by the ground fire! 

 

   But now, Zhao Xian’s sacrifice and Zhao Xian’s sacrifice have been exchanged for Zhang Zi’s 

resentment and ridicule! 

 

   Zhang Zi, Zhao Xian has never been treated as a person, Zhao Xian is just a tool in her hands! 

 



   The tool is damaged for yourself, it is reasonable, but how can you encounter danger because of 

the tool? 

 

   I don’t know what Zhao Xian would look like when he heard Zhang Zi’s words? 

 

   And the men beside Zhang Zi echoed one after another: "Yes! This **** Zhao Xian is all because of 

him!" 

 

   "A person with such a **** family background wants to get close to Xiao Zi? If it weren't for his 

toad wanting to eat swan meat, why would we be there!" 

 

   "A waste, this place is so dangerous, dare you bring Xiao Zi here?" 

 

Zhang Zimei's eyes flashed, and suddenly he said, "We can't escape like this. This place flood has been 

seriously injured, is there an extraordinary and brave brother who can temporarily block this place 

flood? So, we said There may be a chance to kill it!" 

 

   When the men heard the words, they were silent at the same time. 

 

   They are all good-fortune children, and they really like Zhang Zi. It's nothing to spend some martial 

arts resources for her and give her some natural treasures. 

 

   Ke, they are not fools, they know very well that now, it is not the time to perform in front of Zhang 

Zi! 

 

   Their strength is not much stronger than Zhao Xian, but what is the result of Zhao Xian? 

 

   To resist this land, it is very likely to pay the price of life! 

 

   Seeing everyone's silence  In Zhang Zi's beautiful eyes, a trace of anger flashed, but it didn't show 

it. 

 



   Now, she has to rely on these people to save her life! 

 

   But at this moment, the spar on the ground scorpion behind a few people suddenly emitted a 

dazzling light, and the whole body turned into a blue light, almost teleporting, and appeared in front of 

Zhang Zi and the others! 

 

   Several people turned pale at the same time, and one of the men shouted: "You can't hide, let's 

shoot together, otherwise, we will all die!" 

 

With a wild roar and a sudden movement, the body resembling a boulder slammed into everyone, but 

Zhang Zi and the others did not dare to keep their hands at all. They used their most powerful martial 

arts for a time. Spiritual power surged wildly, the void trembled, Wanshishan shook, and the power was 

shocking! 

 

   There was a loud bang, and countless boulders collapsed in the aftermath of the battle between 

the two sides. The ground flood screamed in pain, the cracks on the body became deeper, and the 

breath faintly faded! 

 

   But! The situation of Zhang Zi and others is even worse! Several people vomited blood in their 

mouths one after another, and they were bombarded to the ground by this blow. The breath on their 

bodies quickly languished, and they even looked like they could no longer fight! 

 

   Seeing that, the dragon's eyes flashed a hideous color, it is naturally impossible to let go of such an 

opportunity! 

 

When    Earth Jiao moved his body, he was about to attack again. When these hateful human races 

were completely wiped out, suddenly, the figure flashed! ! 

 

   A man appeared between Zhang Zi and the others and the ground dragon. He looked at the 

rushing ground dragon, his face was plain, and suddenly raised his hand and shot three seemingly simple 

and crude long swords! 

 

   This person is Ye Chen! 

Chapter 2434: Suddenly! 



   He had just arrived at Wanshi Mountain and was about to search for the location of the ruins, but 

suddenly felt the fluctuation of the battle. 

 

Originally, he was unwilling to be nosy, but the battle between this place Jiao and Zhang Zi and others 

happened to be in the direction he was heading to the ruins, and this place Jiao, for Ye Chen, was also 

pretty good. The material, his earth dragon armor was destroyed, and he also needed to re-refine a 

body protector. 

 

   So, he decided to shoot! 

 

   The next moment, the three-handed long sword turned into powder, and the powerful soul power 

burst out instantly, submerging the place! 

 

   This land flood is already seriously injured, and the soul is inevitably weak. How can it withstand Ye 

Chen's three heavenly soul sword attacks? 

 

   The ground Jiao wailed, the dragon's eyes quickly dimmed, and his huge body fell heavily to the 

ground. 

 

   Ye Chen waved his hand, and put the corpse of the ground dragon in his bag, turned around, and 

looked at Zhang Zi and others. 

 

   And the few people who were already in despair and were about to die, at this moment, they 

looked at Ye Chen with a silly look. For a while, they didn't react to what happened. 

 

   The next moment is ecstasy! The ecstasy of the rest of my life! 

 

   Several people immediately took the pill to adjust their injuries, and their complexion instantly 

recovered a point. At first, Ye Chen came too suddenly, they did not notice, and now they found that Ye 

Chen was only a door locker, and they all showed shock! 

 

   But a few people thought about it, but it was not unacceptable. 

 



   First of all, the ground dragon is already in a seriously injured state, and secondly, the Horcrux that 

Ye Chen used just now looks like a Horcrux, and it is a very powerful Horcrux! 

 

   As people of the kingdom of God, they are naturally no strangers to Horcruxes, but if they can use 

such a powerful Horcrux to perform their power by closing the door for repair, I'm afraid Ye Chen is a 

soul repairer, right? 

 

   The soul repairer who possessed the Horcrux killed a severely wounded monster of the Void 

Realm, which was not too outrageous. 

 

   Ye Chen didn't have much interest in these people, and took the corpse of the too-virtuous Jiao. 

 

   Seeing Ye Chen taking the corpse away, the others were not so good, but Zhang Zi's eyes flashed. 

 

   This place Jiao, because a few of them were seriously injured, how could they be taken away 

casually? 

 

   Zhang Zi suddenly walked forward with a smile on his face, and said to Ye Chen: "Thank you, the 

son, for saving him. The son actually killed the Taixu monster with the closure of the door repair, and his 

strength is extraordinary. Is the son soul repair?" 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at Zhang Zi, his eyes faintly, although this woman looks good, but faintly gave Ye 

Chen a feeling of disgust, but said coldly: "Forget it." 

 

   Ye Chen naturally didn't reveal any details about his interest in these people who met by chance. 

 

Zhang Zimei’s eyes flashed with a gloomy and cold color, and continued: "I waited for a few people to 

come to this Wanshishan to mine some top-quality ores, but accidentally provokes the ground flood, 

and now the ground flood has been removed. Since the prince saved us, being willing to go with us to 

collect those ore, it is my reward to the prince." 

 

   When the brothers heard the words, they all looked at each other with weird faces. What 

happened to Zhang Zi? 



 

   Even if Ye Chen saves them, there is no need for Ye Chen to share a piece of the pie, right? 

 

   And, thank you? 

 

   Ha ha, this is not Zhang Zi's character at all! 

 

Ye Chen raised his eyebrows. He hadn't obtained the Sky Stone yet. Even if he did, he would need to add 

a lot of top-quality materials to make it into a weapon. With the treasures he currently possesses, it is 

not enough. These top-quality ores are exactly what he needs! 

 

   immediately nodded and said: "Yes!" 

 

   After that, a few people walked towards the superb spiritual vein that Zhao Xian found. 

 

   On the way, everyone chatted, Ye Chen also knew the names of these people. The men were Chen 

Xin, Wang Dahai, Zhou Meng, and Li Wu. They also knew that they were all from Tianjiumen. 

 

   Wang Dahai suddenly smiled at Ye Chen: "Ye Gongzi, you are so strong, you can participate in the 

short-term trials, and you should be able to join some sects." 

 

   Zhou Meng also echoed: "Yes, I think, with Ye Gongzi's qualifications, it is not impossible to even 

join those big forces." 

 

   Chen Xin laughed and said: "Participating in the big-power trials requires a magic card. If Ye Gongzi 

needs it, I can try to help Ye Gongzi." 

 

   Everyone said this, but it was just to flatter Ye Chen, the big power? Ha ha... Is it a big power that 

can be joined by a closed door? 

 

   As long as Ye Chen has a little self-knowledge, he won't have such an unrealistic idea to participate 

in the big power trials! 



 

   And Chen Xin wanted to sell Ye Chen casually. At the same time, he showed off his background and 

ability in front of Zhang Zi. He never thought that Ye Chen would really ask him to help him get a magic 

card. 

 

   But at this time, Ye Chen said indifferently: "No need, I have." 

 

   Everyone was surprised when they heard this! 

 

   Including Zhang Zi! 

 

   And in Zhang Zi's beautiful eyes, a hint of joy flashed faintly! 

 

   And Chen Xin and others, you look at me, I look at you, and then, I laughed, and didn't take it as a 

thing, just thought Ye Chen was bragging. 

 

   Zhang Zi can be Zhang Zi, but his eyes flicker. Although Zhang Zi has no other skills, he can be 

regarded as countless men and can vaguely feel the essence of a person! 

 

   In Zhang Zi's view, Ye Chen's essence is very pure, and he would never brag about it for no reason. 

 

   In other words, Ye Chen is very likely to really have a magic card! 

 

  The rules of the Kingdom of God, who owns the things, if you don’t even have the ability to protect 

the cards, what qualifications do you have to participate in the selection? 

 

   Soon, a few people came to the original spiritual vein, Ye Chen looked at the various top-quality 

ores in front of him, and he couldn't help but smile! 

 

  Although he is in the Lingwu Continent, he can be said to be unmatched in wealth, but in the 

Kingdom of God, he is extremely lacking in martial arts resources! 



 

   Each of these ores is a super high-grade thing that Lingwu can't see! 

 

   Everyone was preparing to start mining ore, and Ye Chen did the same. 

 

However, at this moment, Zhang Zi suddenly approached Ye Chen's side, looked at Ye Chen with a pitiful 

expression, and said: "Ye Gongzi, my injury is not completely healed, and the medicine has been used 

up, can you? Give me a pill for healing?" 

 

   Ye Chen was taken aback, but he nodded. 

 

   Although he was a little surprised why Zhang Zi didn't ask for the pill from his companions, but 

instead asked for himself, but he didn't care too much. 

 

  Although he saved Zhang Zi, Zhang Zi was able to bring him to mine the best ore, which was 

considered a help. 

 

  He has always had the character of repaying gratitude and revenge. 

 

   A healing pill is nothing. 

 

  His powerful spirit poured out, swept across Zhang Zi's body, and instantly understood Zhang Zi's 

injury. He flipped his wrist and there was already an extra medicine in his hand. 

 

   But suddenly, there was a light puff, and blood flashed. . 

 

   And the half-step magic medicine in Ye Chen's hand also fell to the ground. 

 

   He lowered his head in a bit of astonishment, and looked at a dagger near his belly... 

Chapter 2435: 1 chance! 



   On the dagger, there were waves of fishy green smoke, which was obviously a poisoned dagger! 

 

The toxin used by    is still unimaginably high in rank, even surpassing Lingwu's first strange poison! 

 

   But Ye Chen has an immortal body, and the dagger has been gradually melted by his body. 

 

   There is no problem at all. 

 

   even to Ye Chen, it's like tickles! 

 

   At this time, Zhang Zi, who originally had a pitiful look on her face, showed a sneer on her beautiful 

face, and slowly moved away. 

 

   At the same time, she glanced at the pill on the ground, and in her beautiful eyes, she spoke with 

disdain: "Hehe, this **** pill can also be used? Is it sending a beggar?" 

 

   Ye Chen was also a little stunned at this time. The toxin on this dagger was nothing to his current 

body. What made him stunned was that he didn't expect Zhang Zi to shoot him at this time? 

 

   This woman, will you take revenge for grace? 

 

   More importantly, was Zhang Zi succeeded? In fact, if he was deliberately guarded, Zhang Zi would 

not have the slightest chance to stab him... 

 

  Weird, weird, he was careless... 

 

  Maybe, because his strength has skyrocketed, he has no sense of crisis in the face of these 

existences that he does not look up to, so I relax... 

 

   Ye Chen is also a human, and it is inevitable that he will relax... 



 

   I even forgot, how cruel the kingdom of God is! How sinister is the human heart! 

 

  In the Kingdom of God, you can't relax at any time! 

 

   Ye Chen took a deep breath, remembering this lesson. 

 

   Zhang Zi flicked his fingers, a burst of spiritual power shot out, turning the pill that Ye Chen 

dropped into nothingness, and smiled lightly at Ye Chen: 

 

"Young Master Ye, my dagger is called the Poisonous Dragon Dagger. Although it is only a true artifact, 

what is attached to it is the virgin venom possessed by the real Tai Void Poison Flood Dragon, even if it is 

too much. The virtual pinnacle exists, and being hit by such a barrel is totally unbearable. 

 

   And, if you want to do it now, your virulence will be faster, and you will die sooner. I advise you to 

give up. " 

 

   There is a smug color in her beautiful eyes, and the corners of her mouth are smiling, but deep in 

her pupils, there is a trace of fear. 

 

   Ye Chen is a soul cultivator, if she desperately displays that scary Horcrux, she might be in danger. 

 

   At this time, Chen Xin and several people finally reacted, and they moved around Ye Chen one 

after another! 

 

   It turned out that Zhang Zi brought Ye Chen to this superb spiritual vein, just to let Ye Chen relax 

his vigilance! 

 

   Dealing with a Soul Cultivation in the Sealed Door Realm, Zhang Zi is still so careful and careful in 

layout? 

 

   Thinking of this, they couldn't help but swallow, this woman is a bit scary! 



 

   Fortunately, they are not worried about what Zhang Zi will do to them. The power behind them is 

not something that Zhang Zi can afford. Moreover, they like Zhang Zi, which is very useful for Zhang Zi, 

right? 

 

   But for such a hot woman, the interest of these brothers is even greater! 

 

   If you can conquer such a woman and get her body, it would be very fulfilling for any man, right? 

 

   At this time, Zhou Meng and Li Wu raised their hands at the same time, and the two half-infantry 

sages floated in the air, exuding bursts of brilliance, covering themselves and others. 

 

   Zhou Meng smiled pompously at Zhang Zi: "Brother Li and I, these two weapons are spirit-like 

defensive magic weapons. This kid's spirit attacks have greatly reduced his power!" 

 

   Lingwu Continent, apart from the soul crystal, there is almost no means of defense against the 

soul, but in the kingdom of soul cultivation, it is different. 

 

And Li Wu looked at Ye Chen coldly and said, "Boy, remember next time, don't expose your hole cards 

casually, understand? Oh, but you are going to die here today, there is no such thing as next time. " 

 

   Li Wu's disdain is because the scariest part of Soul Cultivation lies in surprise! If they don't know Ye 

Chen's identity, how can they use their spirit defense in time? 

 

   By the time they reacted, it was probably too late! 

 

   And Ye Chen! He casually revealed his soul repair identity! 

 

   Zhang Zi's smile at this time has become more intense, and he has secured the winning ticket! 

 

   After Ye Chen was silent for a while, he suddenly asked, "Why?" 



 

   He didn't say that he was kind to these people. At any rate, he saved a few lives. Why did these 

people treat him like this? 

 

   "Why?" Zhang Zi's voice suddenly became cold. 

 

   "Young Master Ye, do you know that people have to measure their strength?" 

 

   "Do you have the qualifications to take the corpse of that land?" 

 

   "Shangshen card, are you qualified to have it?" 

 

   "This superb spiritual vein, is someone like you qualified to collect it?" 

 

   "A woman like me can take a **** pill. Can you kill it?" 

 

   "The thing I hate the most is that you are so overly self-reliant, you do nothing, there is no sense of 

rubbish, do you understand? Just like that Zhao Xian!" 

 

   "Obviously there is no background, and the strength is average. Why do you want to get close to 

this girl!" 

 

   Ye Chen's mouth could not help but a sorrowful smile appeared. These people actually want to 

avenge gratitude for this matter? 

 

   What he is sad is not his own experience, but the world! 

 

   Although he knows that this world is cruel and respects strength, but! He has always believed that 

basic humanity is still necessary! 

 



   If there is no humanity, but if you only know how to kill, then how strong is the strength? 

 

   is just a fierce beast... 

 

   This is not the power Ye Chen longs for! 

 

   And Zhang Zi, also completely disgusted him... 

 

   At this time, the few people regarded Ye Chen as a prey waiting to die, and they didn't even plan to 

shoot. 

 

   How can the natural poison of the Sky Profound Poison Jiao be so easy to solve? 

 

   They only need to wait for Ye Chen to be dissolved by the toxins and turned into a pool of flesh and 

blood, and even the souls are eroded by the toxins and destroyed. 

 

   But at this moment the complexions of several people suddenly changed! 

 

   Ye Chen, in their incredible gaze, slowly pulled out the dagger on the lower abdomen... 

 

   The dagger melted! 

 

   Zhang Zi even directly exclaimed: "Impossible!" 

 

how can that be? 

 

   That is the peak of Taixu, and it can be poisoned! 

 

   said bluntly, Ye Chen's closed door exists, should it be turned into a pool of blood in an instant, 

right? 



 

   What about now? Ye Chen not only pulled out the poisonous dragon dagger, but he also looked 

like a okay person! Not even the breath has changed much! 

 

   This is simply going to break the limit of thinking of a few people! 

 

   Could it be that Ye Chen's physique is more terrifying than his Taixu peak? Even, it is comparable to 

the Evil Realm! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen didn't even bother to talk nonsense with these people. The golden light 

surging all over his body, the power of breaking the sky, flowing in his body! 

 

Chen Xinqiang looked at the weird young man in front of him, and forced a smile on his face and said: 

"What's he afraid of! Even if he is not afraid of the poison of the poisonous scorpion, and a closed door 

soul repairs, he is suppressed by our things and attacked by the soul. My opponent?" 

 

   Zhang Zi heard the words, let out a sigh of relief, and looked at Ye Chen, although there was still a 

trace of fear and confusion, he recovered his composure anyway. 

 

   It's just a Soul Cultivation in the Door-Seal Realm, and the strongest Soul Attack was suppressed! ! 

 

   Even if Ye Chen is a little special, what can he do? Just now, I was just scared. 

 

   Zhang Zi didn't want to wait for the next time at this time, and said softly, "Go! Do your best, don't 

give this kid a chance!" 

Chapter 2436: Old man's reminder! 

Having said that, a few people are full of spiritual power, and the power of the Taixu realm has 

completely erupted. A few of them are not weak in the existence of Taixu, otherwise, it is impossible to 

hurt the defensive Taijiao like Earth Jiao. Void monster beast. 

 

For a time, the intent of the sword, the intent of the sword, and the intent of the gun whispered around 

Ye Chen, instantly shattering the void, changing the color of the world, and even some of the best ore 

nearby, they were all in this extremely powerful combination. Under the power, cracks appeared! 



 

   Its martial arts moves are not unwieldy! 

 

   There was a cruel and confident smile on the faces of several people, and Ye Chen had no chance 

of surviving under their joint hands. 

 

   Ye Chen glanced across several people coldly, his expression unchanged. 
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   Ye Chen can resist even Wu Yushan's attack for an hour or two. What is the use of these subtle 

moves? 

 

   Even, with his current foundation and strength, the attacks of these people could not touch him! 

 

   The next moment, Ye Chen's figure disappeared directly under the gaze of Zhang Zi and others! 

 

  Originally, their spirits and martial arts have locked Ye Chen, even if Ye Chen is a virtual existence, it 

should be impossible to escape! 

 

   But at this time, even their lock-in has lost the goal! 

 

How is this going? 

 

   Several people are going crazy! 

 

   At this moment, the figure flashed beside Zhou Meng, and everyone did not even see what was 

going on. Zhou Meng turned into a cloud of blood and burst! 

 

   Then, Li Wu, and then Chen Xin... 

 



   Boom boom boom... 

 

After    three loud noises, these three Supreme Void Realm powerhouses completely disappeared 

between the heavens and the earth, and even their brewing martial arts had no time to play! 

 

   "Ahhhhh!!!" 

 

   Wang Dahai’s pupils suddenly contracted. At this time, he was completely frightened. They still had 

an absolute advantage just now. How come three people died in a blink of an eye? 

 

   Where is the normal world? 

 

   is simply a broken law, a **** full of madness and death! 

 

   In this short instant, Wang Dahai was about to fall into madness, Dao Xin collapsed... 

 

   His eyes rolled around, searching for the trace of Ye Chen, but he found nothing! 

 

   Suddenly, he saw Zhang Zi! 

 

   Zhang Zi at this time was also sluggish, confused, her pretty face pale, and she didn't understand 

what happened... 

 

   "It's you!" Wang Dahai screamed, his small eyes were full of hatred! 

 

   Hearing Wang Dahai's sharp drink, Zhang Zi glanced at him somewhat puzzledly. 

 

   If it wasn't for this bitch, how could you fall into such a situation? If it weren't for this slut, I should 

still be lying on which beautiful woman's bed happy now, why do I have to bear such fear? 

 



  Everything is the fault of this bitch! 

 

   The next moment, the long knife in Wang Dahai's hand moved, and the strong knife light that had 

been brewing for a long time slammed to Zhang Zi! 

 

   Even if he is going to die, he must chop this **** into mashed flesh to dispel the hatred in his 

heart! 

 

   Zhang Zi's complexion changed drastically, and he couldn't figure out why Wang Dahai shot 

himself. With a move of the sword in his hand, he tried to resist! 

 

   But how can she be Wang Dahai’s opponent? 

 

   With a loud bang, Zhang Zi vomited blood, his sword arm was cut and flew in mid-air, and his body 

hit the ground fiercely! 

 

   She was panting, and looked forward to her. At this moment, Wang Dahai had a cruel and 

satisfying smile on his face, and his eyes were full of frenzy. 

 

Zhang Zi held the **** shoulder in one hand, trembling, and cried to Wang Dahai and said, "Brother 

Dahai, what's the matter with you! I am Zier, your Zier... Don't come here. ,do not come near me!" 

 

   She's scared... 

 

   "Hehe, bitch, I've long seen you not pleasing to my eyes, do you know?" 

 

   "No! Help me!" Zhang Zi cried out in horror, but the only answer to her was silence... 

 

   At this time, she has been seriously injured by Wang Dahai, and she has no resistance at all. 

 



   In her beautiful eyes, two tears were suddenly left, and her eyes kept turning, as if looking for 

salvation. Suddenly, a familiar figure, Ye Chen's figure, appeared in her eyes! 

 

   For an instant, Zhang Zi seemed to be drowning and found a life-saving straw! She almost 

frantically asked Ye Chen for help. 

 

   "Help me! Please! Help me!" 

 

   However, I took it with one palm! 

 

   Endless darkness! 

 

  Severe pain came from his eyes, Zhang Zi's eyes were instantly enveloped in darkness, a darkness 

full of despair, as if it could never be dissipated! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen was standing aside, but his face was plain, watching quietly, and said: "Help? 

Don't you hate others for being improper?" 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at the two of them indifferently, then hit two punches casually to end it all. 

 

   With a wave of his hand, he put away the storage bags of a few people, swept away his spiritual 

thoughts, showing a rather satisfied look. 

 

   The net worth of these people is pretty good. 

 

   With this fund, plus the corpse of the land scorpion, and this superb spirit vein, it is almost enough 

to refine a body protection magic weapon. 

 

   Anyway, with his defying physique, he is not too dependent on defensive magic weapons. 

 



   With a few punches, he completely smashed the innate aura of the best ore. After collecting all of 

them, , he headed towards the ruins pointed by Gu Lao. 

 

   half a day later. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at a boulder in front of him, whether he touched it, looked it, or attacked it, it felt 

like any other boulder. 

 

   If you say anything different, it's a slight abnormality in the divine mind. 

 

   He was full of spiritual power, suddenly moving in a strange way, and he walked towards the huge 

boulder when he moved. 

 

   In the next moment, the surface of the boulder was rippling, and Ye Chen's figure disappeared in 

place. 

 

   Behind the huge boulder is a huge earth tomb. Ye Chen swept away his spiritual thoughts, and the 

earth tomb was already empty, presumably all the treasures in it were scraped away by the old bones of 

the year. 

 

  At the same time, he felt a little strange in the center of the tomb, and immediately moved towards 

the center of the tomb. 

 

   Soon, a stone pillar with a thickness of ten meters and a height of ten meters, erected in the center 

of the mausoleum, appeared in front of him! On the surface of the stone pillar, there was also a burst of 

light yellow mist containing colorful light. 

 

   Seeing this stone pillar, Ye Chen was also quite shocked in his heart, and asked the ancient medical 

**** Cang: "Old man, is this the sky-high stone?" 

 

   Cang Ancient Medicine God said with a smile: "Yes, your kid is lucky. Even if you use your power, 

you can use it ten times more!" 

 



   Ye Chen just wanted to do it! Canggu Medical God suddenly discovered something and exclaimed: 

"No, this stone is not an ordinary sky-high stone!" 

 

   "Quick rewind! Quick!". 

 

   But Ye Chen is too late at this moment! 

 

   He doesn't even have the right to activate the Chichen Divine Veins! 

Chapter 2437: Qinglian Demon Fire's Choice! 

  In an instant, a ball of flame rushed out of Ye Chen's body! 

 

   is the Qinglian Demon Fire that has been sealed in Dantian and has not been refined! 

 

   Ye Chen had obtained the Yanbei a long time ago, but he couldn't control it. 

 

   Obviously, his Xuan Yan is not level enough. 

 

   The power of Qinglian Demon Fire can't be refined simply! 

 

   Not only that, Long Chengtian also gave him a stronger flame! 

 

   The high level of the flame, let alone Ye Chen! 

 

   But why does Qinglian Demon Fire protect itself at this moment? 

 

   I saw Qinglian Demon Fire as if it turned into a giant beast, burning endlessly! 

 

   swallowed a ball of light. 

 



   The light is alive, and after struggling for a few minutes, it disappeared! 

 

   And the Qinglian Demon Fire also returned to Ye Chen's body. 

 

   Everything returned to calm. 

 

   Ye Chen frowned slightly: "Old man, what happened just now?" 

 

   Cang Ancient Medicine God's eyes were solemn, and immediately explained: "This sky-high stone 

is an extremely high-level existence, and strangely, this sky-high stone has a powerful remnant soul 

attached to it for some reason!" 

 

   "If there was no Qinglian Demon Fire, you would probably have been taken away." 

 

   "It seems that the danger of the kingdom of God is far greater than it used to be." 

 

   Ye Chen got cold behind his back: "Old man, is it safe now?" 

 

   Cang ancient medical **** nodded: "It's safe." 

 

   Ye Chen was overjoyed when he heard the words, suddenly flipped his palm, and the long knife 

obtained from Wang Dahai appeared in his hand, and he cut out a blade of light towards the sky-high 

stone. 

 

   The sharp blade light disappeared like a mud cow into the sea at the moment it was exposed to the 

yellow haze. 

 

   Ye Chen raised his eyebrows when he saw it. This sky-high stone was really magical. 

 

  Although he cut out the blade light casually, but the power is not small. 



 

   is so gone? 

 

   It's a pity, if you want to refine the Skystone into a weapon, you must break through this innate 

aura, otherwise, there may be other side effects. 

 

   Immediately, Ye Chen stopped lingering, shouted, the power of breaking the sky ran wildly, his fists 

were shaking, and he continued to bombard the yellow haze! 

 

   The yellow haze that easily extinguished the blade light, but under the bombardment of Ye Chen, it 

rolled violently! 

 

   One day later, Ye Chen was already sweating profusely, panting constantly, and even the extremely 

powerful muscles that were made of 100-refined steel were aching. 

 

   Ye Chen couldn't help showing a wry smile, the innate aura of the Sky Rock was really terrifying! 

 

   Under his full bombardment, Qingtianshi has endured all day? 

 

   Fortunately, at this time, the pale yellow haze has completely dissipated. 

 

   The whole dynamite is exposed in the air. 

 

   The surface of this dynasty stone looks quite smooth, showing a faint cyan color, like a jade pillar. 

 

   Ye Chen embraced the sky rock with his arms and shouted, he was about to uproot the sky rock 

and put it in his bag. 

 

   But, the next moment, Ye Chen's complexion changed! 

 



  His power can't handle this whole great stone! 

 

   In desperation, he could only continue to hit the Sky Rock with his bare hands. Although there was 

no innate aura, it was pure power compared to using spiritual power and martial arts, and it was the 

most convenient to split the Sky Rock. 

 

   In the test just now, this Sky Rock is probably weighing a full 10,000 tons. Even if he uses the power 

of breaking the sky, it can only be worth a tenth of the Sky Rock. 

 

Another day passed. At this time, Ye Chen finally blasted the Sky Rock into several pieces and put them 

in the storage bag. He looked in front of him, with three thin arms, nearly one person long and short, 

and one thick stone. His eyes flashed. 

 

   This stone is heavy to the extreme, and Ye Chen must completely use the Sky Rock as the main 

body, supplemented by various top-quality materials, to create a horrible long sword! 

 

If ordinary refiners know that if Ye Chen wants to use a whole piece of Optimus as the main refining 

tool, he will definitely sneer at it. Even in the ancient times, those masters of refiners only put a little 

Optimus into their weapons. what! 

 

   With a whole piece of dynamite? Not to mention, ordinary refiners can't start at all, and the weight 

of this trained weapon may be crushed to death before using it! 

 

   This great sky stone cannot be forged with ordinary forging techniques, and only with a terrifying 

power like Ye Chen can it be polished. 

 

  Moreover, if you want to train it into a weapon that can circulate and drive spiritual power, I am 

afraid that you need to consume a huge amount of superb spiritual materials! That is to say, Ye Chen has 

obtained all the high-grade ores in this spirit vein, otherwise, I am afraid that it will take a lot of work! 

 

Immediately, Ye Chen slammed into the ground, smashed a hole, poured the sea **** stone, Lingyan 

crystal, Shenyun rock and other top-quality ores, spirit materials into the hole, then stretched out his 

fingers, a bunch of faint blue Flame, blooming at the fingertips, a horrible high temperature that makes 

one's heart palpitating, blooming! 



 

   is the advanced Xuanyan! 

 

   Although Ye Chen had cultivated Xuan Yan internally, he could not release it to attack the enemy, 

but after Xuan Yan advanced, he could use it to burn the training materials without any problems! 

 

   Ye Chen’s fingertips, immediately those top-quality spiritual materials, with generous aura, 

released amazing spiritual power, but at this time, the profound flames are probably tens of thousands 

of degrees! 

 

   Even if these spiritual materials are extremely high-level existence, they cannot withstand such a 

terrifying high temperature! 

 

   Gradually, all the best spiritual materials turned into liquids containing powerful spiritual power! 

 

At this time, Ye Chen yelled, the power of breaking the sky surged, lifted the sky-high stone and plunged 

into the extremely high-temperature liquid, and then, with bare hands The Sky Rock, which was slightly 

melted by the high temperature, hit it hard! 

 

   Ye Chen possesses Xuan Yan, so naturally he is not afraid of such high temperatures! But the 

hammer and other tools in his hand may not be able to. 

 

   Gradually, the sky-lifting stone showed the shape of a long sword. At this time, Ye Chen took out 

the hilt of the beastly decayed sword and melted it with the sky-lifting stone! 

 

   Ye Chen kept hitting the Qingtian stones, quenching them with high-grade cold water, replacing 

the spiritual materials, smelting, and forging again, repeating this process... 

 

   The sword body was formed, and it was burning with violent flames. 

 

   This is like a sword that represents endless power and flowing magma! 

 



   Ye Chen was drenched all over. 

 

  He gasped slightly! 

 

   At this moment, the abnormal change suddenly emerged, and the Qinglian demon fire that had 

originally penetrated the dantian came out! 

 

   suspended in the air, they gathered into a sword of fire. 

 

   Ye Chen looked terrifying, and a few seconds later, he said: "Qinglian Demon Fire, I have always 

wanted to refine you, but you resisted everywhere." 

 

   "This time, when you turned into a sword shadow, did you want to blend into this heavenly 

stone?" 

 

   "With fire as a weapon?" 

 

   Ye Chen is testing! 

 

   The stronger the flame, the more aloof! 

 

  Warriors can't be refined, how can they be willing to mix into the sword body. 

 

   But! 

 

   The sudden change! 

 

   Qinglian Demon Fire is nodding! ! 

 

   Such a powerful flame really wants to converge into the sword body! 



 

  What did Ye Chen want to say, Qinglian Demon Fire didn't give Ye Chen a chance at all! Go straight 

into the sword body! 

Chapter 2438: nameless! 

  In an instant, a raging fire burned! 

 

   The surrounding temperature is rising by Baidu! 

 

   This is a time of fire! 

 

   Although Ye Chen felt a little uncomfortable, and even a little black all over, he still chose to 

continue forging! 

 

  If it were the sword he made by himself! 

 

   must be the most suitable for him! 

 

  …… 

 

   Three days later, Ye Chen looked a little weirdly at the pale blue long sword in his hand. This long 

sword was indeed forged with a sky-high stone! 

 

   After absorbing many top-grade ores and the Qinglian Demon Fire, the light of spirit fire will flow 

from time to time on this Sky-Raising Stone Long Sword, but this fire light, due to the nature of the Sky-

Raising Stone, looks extremely dim. 

 

   The sword body forged by the Sky Rock looks very rough, not so much a sword, but more like a 

stone stick. 

 

   because it is not sharp at all! 

 



   But if you look closely, the sword is actually carved with fire-like runes. 

 

   seems to have sealed extremely strong energy! 

 

   Even the ancient medical **** Cang couldn't help sighing: "Boy, even me, I think this long sword 

with the sky-high stone is too ugly..." 

 

   Ye Chen showed a wry smile, with his current time, he can only forge it like this... 

 

   It is impossible to build the sword for seven or forty-nine days for perfection. 

 

   can be re-beautified later. 

 

   Besides, although the sword at this moment is ugly, its power is absolutely amazing! 

 

But soon, Ye Chen's expression became more and more weird, because he found that this handle 

consumes countless high-level spiritual materials, and even incorporates the beast sword weapon spirit 

and the Qinglian monster fire. Although it exudes bursts of spiritual energy, But there is no rank! 

 

   Reluctantly evaluate, it is only the lowest level spirit weapon, let other refiners know, I am afraid 

that I will vomit blood... 

 

   This can't help but makes Ye Chen a little speechless... 

 

   But immediately, Ye Chen was refreshed! 

 

  Even though it is not very good and has no rank, Ye Chen has no doubt about its power! 

 

   is far beyond the beast sword! 

 



   even surpassed the treasure of the Wu family! 

 

   Immediately, Ye Chen took a deep breath, the power of breaking the sky surged, and the golden 

light was shining all over his body. With a low voice, he danced the sky-high stone long sword. Wherever 

the blade passed, black holes were actually brought up! 

 

   just dancing, it cut the space to pieces! 

 

   And in this mausoleum, Ye Chen started to shake violently because of Ye Chen's dancing of the 

Heavenly Stone Long Sword. The wind roared and the space was broken. There are faint signs of 

collapse in this ruin! 

 

   Ye Chen saw this, put away the Qingtianshi long sword, and exhaled a suffocating breath. In his 

eyes, there was satisfaction and excitement. 

 

   With this sky-high stone long sword, his strength is estimated to be increased by 20 to 30% 

compared with the use of the beast sword! 

 

   Moreover, he is extremely confident, this long sword, even in the face of the real powerful weapon 

of the kingdom of God, there will never be a danger of damage! 

 

  Since the long sword has been completed, it is time to give this long sword forged by himself. 

 

Ye Chen thought for a while, this long sword is red in color and forged with a sky-high stone. It has the 

meaning of sky-high and has the meaning of destroying the sky. The body of the sword combines the 

spirit of the beast sword and the fire of the green lotus, so he named it Qinglian Destroy the Heaven 

Sword! 

 

   After obtaining the Qinglian Destroying Sword, Ye Chen left Wanshi Mountain. Instead of returning 

to Mang Mountain Villa, he headed towards Qinglan City. 

 

  The place where the trials were held was precisely at Qinglan City that he had entered when he 

first entered the Kingdom of God. 



 

After arriving in Qinglan City, Ye Chen went to the Tiansuan Pavilion for consultation. Under the advice 

of Tiansuan Pavilion, he found a good refining shop. This refining shop is remote and inaccessible. A 

frivolous-looking young man in the shop was smoking a dry cigarette while looking at a dilapidated book. 

 

   At the door, a sign was erected, and it said: You need to bring your own materials for the refining 

device, and the cost starts from 5,000 Supreme Profound Spirit Stones! 

 

   Ye Chen's complexion changed when he saw this! 

 

   The price is so expensive! 

 

   This is not the lowest divine marble in the kingdom of God! 

 

   is a mysterious spirit stone with a very high exchange rate! 

 

  The mainstream currency of the Kingdom of God! 

 

   What is the concept of five thousand mysterious spirit stones? It was almost equal to all the 

belongings in the storage bags of Luo Wen, Wu Xinshan, Zhang Zi and others! 

 

   When the young man saw Ye Chen coming, he just glanced at him lazily, and he didn't even mean 

to greet him, so he turned his eyes back to the book. 

 

   Ye Chen crossed a few black lines on his forehead, such a store, it’s strange to have business... 

 

   However, at this moment, Canggu Medical God suddenly said: "Boy, leave things to him, this 

person's refining heritage seems to be pretty good." 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes flickered when he heard the words, and he didn't say much, and he spoke directly 

to the young man: "Help me refine a magic weapon for the body!" 



 

After   , he handed over the remaining top-grade ore, the corpse of the earth floodwater, and the 

profound spirit stone obtained from Zhang Zi and others to the refiner. 

 

   The refiner glanced at the materials, nodded slightly and said, "Come to me in three days." 

 

  …… 

 

   Three days later, Ye Chen came to the refining shop again and looked at the thin inner armor that 

was shining with faint blue light in his hand, and his eyes flashed with surprise! 

 

   The ancient medical **** of Cang is right, the young man in this refining shop has a real skill! 

 

   The thin and light inner armor in his hand is of very high grade! Far surpassing all the armors on Ye 

Chen! 

 

   Ye Chen is already very satisfied! 

 

   The young man looked at Ye Chen's appearance and snorted coldly: "It's a big loss." 

 

   After sending Ye Chen out of the shop, he didn't even do business and closed the shop directly. 

 

   Ye Chen gave a wry smile, the temperament of these masters is really weird. 

 

   However, he didn't care too much, put on this inner armor directly, and named it the crystal blue 

armor. 

 

   In this way, he will be more sure of the trials! 

 



At this moment, in a very well-built manor on the outskirts of Qinglan City, there was a young man 

sitting cross-legged, the breath of his body was constantly flowing. Suddenly, the young man opened his 

eyes and two thoughts erupted in his eyes. The substantial silver light, the center of the silver light, is a 

little bit of gold! 

 

   He has white hair and no wind, and a strong breath rises into the sky from his body. A light flashes 

above the manor, but there is a magic circle that blocks this breath and prevents it from escaping. 

 

   Soon, the silver light receded, and then there was a cheerful laugh in the manor. 

 

   Outside the door, a beautiful girl with a stiff expression came in and said to the young man: 

"Congratulations, son, breakthrough the Taixu realm." 

 

   If Ye Chen were here, he would find that the young man was an unknown person! 

 

   Tian Lei Island almost killed Ye Chen's first in the Xuan Xuan list, no name! 

 

In addition to the girl, there was a middle-aged man dressed in a black robe with a rusty dragon pattern 

outside the door, tall, terrifying, and majestic. He also smiled at Wuming and said, "Jiu Xiao, 

congratulations. .". 

 

   was originally extremely cold and arrogant, and did not even give Lingwu those nameless people 

who were too empty and existed, but he was extremely respectful to this middle-aged man, and said: 

 

   "Thank you, uncle. Without the resources that uncle gave me, I am afraid that Jiuxiao would not be 

able to break through to the current level before the trials." 

Chapter 2439: The whereabouts of Ji Siqing! 

   This middle-aged man, named Ling Wuji, is a fourth-class force in the Kingdom of God, the head of 

the Ling family, and his strength is extremely terrifying! 

 

   Speaking of it, this Wuming and Ye Chen also had some adventures after their battle on Feilei 

Island! 

 



   Wuming has been living in Lingwu Continent since he was a child. He has never seen his parents. 

He can only know from the jade pendant he carries with him. His surname is Ling! However, Wuming 

relied on his strong talents and superior mind to rise step by step and became the master behind 

Lingwu. 

 

   However, the news of his battle on Feilei Island was passed back to the kingdom of God. In the 

kingdom of God, there was a family named Lingjia. He found him and told him that he was of the blood 

of the spirit family! 

 

   Moreover, he is the younger brother of Ling Wuji, the son of Ling Feiyun! 

 

   After acknowledging the ancestor and returning to the ancestor, he also found his name, Ling 

Jiuxiao! 

 

   Ling Wuji smiled and said, "Jiu Xiao, what level is your current strength?" 

 

   Once unnamed, now Ling Jiuxiao groaned for a moment and replied: "Invincible in the sixth heaven 

of the Taixu! Even the seventh heaven" 

 

   Wuming in Lingwu Continent has been suppressing his cultivation. 

 

   Even if you can break through early, still suppress it! 

 

   If he wanted to break through at that time, he could even break through to the mid stage of Taixu 

at any time. 

 

   After entering the kingdom of God, the resources he possesses are even more afraid! 

 

"Okay!" Ling Wuji laughed loudly when he heard the words, "Very good! Jiuxiao, I didn't tell you before 

that the spiritual body you have is called the forbidden spiritual body, and this forbidden spiritual body 

is more It's even more terrifying in your imagination!" 

 



"In the kingdom of God, there are countless evildoers. Naturally, they are not comparable to the Lingwu 

Continent. Various strong physiques are also emerging in endlessly, but among these ten million 

physiques, there are several kinds of the most terrifying spirit bodies, this kind of terrifying spirit bodies. 

, Even in the kingdom of God, it is often a hundred thousand years or even a million years! And these 

spirit bodies are called the ten supreme **** bodies!" 

 

"Geniuses with such terrifying spirit bodies, even the top powers, will be eager for them. Among these 

ten kinds, there are eight kinds of **** bodies, namely, innate poison body, fighting saint body, true 

wraith soul body, and heavenly heart sword body. , Shura Demon Body, Evil Blood Spirit Body, Calamity 

Evil Body, Forbidden Spirit Body!" 

 

   "There are two more, uncle doesn't know." 

 

   "However, my uncle has heard that there is another kind of spirit body in the world, invincible in 

the world, with a gathering of origins, far surpassing the ten supreme divine bodies, it seems to be called 

the saint of reincarnation...it has some connection with the blood of reincarnation..." 

 

   "Forget it, I'm telling you what to do with this, it's impossible for this reincarnation of blood to 

come out for hundreds of millions of years. This legend is probably a rumor..." 

 

"Speaking of the forbidden spirit body, it is the bloodline owned by our ancestors of the spirit family. 

Our spirit family was extremely strong in ancient times. For thousands of years, our spirit family has 

never seen a genius with a forbidden spirit body. Declined!" 

 

"But now, everything is different! Jiuxiao, originally, even if they had the magic card and participated in 

the big power trials, usually only the third-class powers came to select the disciples. At most, they were 

only the second-class powers. The faction rarely participates, but this time the trials have received the 

news of your birth. There is already a first-class sect. In order to get you under the sect, I heard the 

news! 

 

  With you, our spirit family is going to rise completely! You are the pride and hope of our spiritual 

family! " 

 



Wuming heard it, and there was a look of pride on his face. When he heard that Ye Chen crushed the 

existence of Taixu, he became afraid. He originally planned to find a way to escape to the kingdom of 

God. At this time, the spirit family found him. 

 

   Although he successfully came to the kingdom of God, he was still weak to Ye Chen after all. This 

made him always proud, and he had always been proud of his invincible genius. 

 

   But now, everything is different! 

 

He is now the son of the spirit family, and is very likely to succeed the next Patriarch. His status is 

extremely high. At this time, he is at a higher level, possessing power invincible to the sixth layer of the 

Taixu Heaven, and has a stature. One of the divine bodies, the forbidden spirit body, even the first-class 

sect had to come here specially for him, Ye Chen, what else would he compare with him? 

 

  No matter how strong Ye Chen is, it is just a waste of Lingwu Continent. Even if he comes to the 

Kingdom of God, can he be like him with a strong family background and be favored by the top powers 

at the same time? When it comes to the future, the two can be said to be far apart! 

 

   Therefore, the current nameless has completely ignored Ye Chen, and the shadow Ye Chen left on 

him has completely disappeared. 

 

   After all, the two are no longer at the same level, are they? 

 

  A dog, no matter how ferocious, would you compare yourself with a dog? 

 

   Now, what he has to do is to consolidate the realm, and then, in the trials three days later, shine 

brightly, shock the four people, let the name of Ling Jiuxiao be remembered by the entire kingdom of 

God! 

 

   Thinking of this, the corner of Ling Jiuxiao's mouth, a sneer appeared. 

 

   If Ye Chen came to the kingdom of God and learned of his achievements, what would he look like? 

 



   I’m afraid, I’m so scared that I have to flee the kingdom of God, hiding in a corner, and dare not 

show up, right? 

 

   Immediately, Wuming said to Ling Wuji: "Uncle, I want to consolidate the realm first." 

 

   Ling Wuji nodded, handed out a jade box and said, "This is helpful for you." 

 

   Anonymous opened the jade box, and a strong aura filled the entire manor instantly, even if the 

name was unknown, his face was extremely shocking! 

 

   In this jade box is actually a real ancient medicine! 

 

  The best mysterious spirit stone worth 100,000! 

 

  Even the existence of Slashing Evil Realm will be moved by it, jealous! 

 

  The spirit family really paid a lot of money for him! 

 

  With this pill, the foundation of the nameless realm will be incredibly stable. Originally, he was 

worried that he advanced too quickly and might leave a trace of flaws. 

 

   Now, even the last trace of worry is gone! 

 

   Wuming couldn't help showing an extremely confident smile, but in his silver eyes, it was cold. 

 

   Ye Chen, what are you fighting against me? 

 

  …… 

 

   At the same time, the Nalan Family of the Kingdom of God. 



 

   The atmosphere is solemn. 

 

   A beautiful girl stood in the center of the main hall. 

 

   Although the girl wears simple clothes, but the whole body makes people unable to climb high! 

 

   She is beautiful and exquisite, and she has a light spirit. 

 

   There is a strong spiritual power circulating around the body! 

 

   The blood of the whole body unexpectedly appeared faintly. 

 

  This person is Ji Siqing who was brought into the kingdom of God by Xia Lingqiu! 

 

   The opportunity controlled by Xia Lingqiu is the line of the Nalan family of the kingdom of God! 

 

   Because of this opportunity, she became the guest of the Nalan Family of the Kingdom of God! 

 

   After all, the inheritance Xia Lingqiu accepted in Lingwu Continent came from a respected elder of 

the Nalan family of the Kingdom of God! ! 

 

   Xia Lingqiu belongs to the disciple of this elder, and has taken out many treasures to belong to the 

Nalan family of the kingdom of God! 

 

  Nalan family naturally regards Xia Lingqiu as his own! 

Chapter 2440: The arrogance of a genius girl! 

   But Ji Siqing could only become a servant of the Nalan family at first! 

 



   Ke Ji Siqing never obeyed any Nalan family's orders! 

 

   The arrogant attitude annoyed the Nalan family and Xia Lingqiu at the time! 

 

   The patriarch of the Nalan family wanted to execute Ji Siqing, but unexpectedly discovered that Ji 

Siqing had amazing talent! 

 

   Practice extremely fast! 

 

   Even looking at Shen Guo is a stunning talent! 

 

After   , the Nalan family's attitude changed drastically! It also gave Ji Siqing countless resources to 

practice! 

 

   In their opinion, if the Nalan family had a genius, it would be a supreme honor! 

 

   At this moment, this meeting of the Nalan family is to decide whether to let Ji Siqing participate in 

the trial of the kingdom of God! 

 

   set foot on a stronger sect! 

 

   "Patriarch Nalan, I firmly disagree. Ji Siqing was brought by me. I understand her cultivation level 

very well. She seems to be making rapid progress, but it has limitations." 

 

   "I guess Ji Siqing can only stop too vain in his life to step into Zhan'er!" 

 

   "This kind of person, there is no need to give her a magic card and let her participate in the trials." 

 

   "Not to mention her humble status, if she goes to the trials, it would be a shame to the Nalan 

family!" 



 

   Xia Lingqiu was the first to stand up against it! 

 

   For a long time, she has controlled Ji Siqing! 

 

   But if Ji Siqing uses a bigger springboard to step into other sects, it will be difficult for her to 

control each other! 

 

   So, no matter what, Ji Siqing must not participate in the trials! 

 

   She knows Ji Siqing's talent, such a talent, she can never shine! 

 

   Even after stepping into the Kingdom of God, Ji Siqing's talent is even more enchanting than 

Lingwu Continent! 

 

   She used all the means of restraint and medicine, but it was useless! 

 

   It's weird! 

 

   At this moment, Ji Siqing is neither humble nor overbearing, his eyes closed tightly, and the breath 

released all over his body seems to be totally indifferent to the ending of the meeting. 

 

   She holds the cold sword in her hand, like a plum blossom in winter. 

 

   Quiet and beautiful. 

 

   only this one. 

 

   Compared the two, Xia Lingqiu seemed a little impetuous. 

 



   Controversy continues in the main hall. 

 

  The many geniuses of the Nalan family were also extremely jealous of Ji Siqing, and naturally stood 

on the side of Xia Lingqiu, constantly sarcasm and mockery. 

 

  Almost everyone does not want to waste a magic card because of Ji Siqing! 

 

   But Ji Siqing is still as quiet as ever. 

 

   "Everyone needn't say much." 

 

   Suddenly, Patriarch Nalan above the main hall spoke. 

 

   The scene quieted down instantly. 

 

   Patriarch Nalan's eyes fell on Ji Siqing, and the old voice sounded: "Ji girl, you haven't spoken, do 

you want to give up this opportunity?" 

 

   A few seconds later. 

 

   Ji Siqing kept her eyes closed, but her red lips moved: "Patriarch Nalan already has an answer, 

right?" 

 

After    said, Ji Siqing turned around and left! 

 

   doesn't even give Patriarch Nalan any expressions at all! 

 

  At this moment, the main hall exploded! 

 

   Countless abuses are coming! 



 

   Xia Lingqiu even knelt in front of Patriarch Nalan and said: "Patriarch, this woman is stubborn and 

disrespectful to you. I suggest confinement and torture!" 

 

"we agree!" 

 

   "What kind of attitude is Ji Siqing!" 

 

   Countless echoes sounded! 

 

   However, Patriarch Nalan smiled, stood up and released his momentum! 

 

   "Everyone needs no words, Elder Liu, give Ji Siqing a magic card!" 

 

   "If anyone dares to stop! Kill without mercy!" 

 

   In an instant, the whole world was silent! 

 

   Xia Lingqiu is stunned! 

 

  Everyone is stunned! 

 

  …… 

 

   Three days later. 

 

   Inside the city of Qinglan, there is an extremely luxurious, spacious, and large enough to hold tens 

of thousands of people outside the fighting arena. At this time, it is full of voices and lively! 

 



  Because, the annual Zongmen trial is about to begin! 

 

   This trial, for many participants, is a turning point in determining their own destiny! 

 

   After the trials, some people jumped into the dragon gate, and the future shines brightly, 

becoming the yearning of thousands of warriors. 

 

  Some people are disappointed. Maybe he was also a generation of arrogance and the object of 

much attention, but since then, everyone is obscured and unknown. 

 

   Even, some people will lose their lives in this trial match! 

 

   is also because of this, every year in the trials, various young talents collide with each other, it is 

also wonderful! 

 

   Not only the people in Qinglan City, many other cities, and even some warriors from other places, 

have come to participate in this grand ceremony! 

 

   Among the crowd, Ye Chen was also among them, waiting for the contestants to enter the arena. 

 

   At this time, a martial artist in the Evil Slashing Realm dressed in a black and white robe appeared 

in front of the crowd, with a faint expression: "The contestant with the God card, follow me." 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes flashed, he knew that this was a unique costume of the Shenmeng. 

 

  This person is the God’s Envoy! 

 

   Immediately, his footsteps moved and he followed the divine envoy. When the divine envoy 

checked the magic card, he looked at Ye Chen, but frowned! 

 



   This is not an ordinary trial, but the highest level, prepared for the big forces, the lowest is also the 

fourth class. 

 

  A kid in the closed door environment also came to participate? 

 

  Closed door realm, let alone a top power such as the League of Gods, even among the fourth-class 

powers, it is no more than a handyman disciple. Participating in this kind of trials is tantamount to 

looking for death! 

 

   Not only this divine envoy, but also many contestants who possessed the magic card, looked at Ye 

Chen with a smile. 

 

   Every year, there will be some clowns like Ye Chen who are so lucky to get the magic card wishful 

thinking to be able to stand up. They are embarrassed in the trials. 

 

  Even, some people have counted that in the past thousand years, there have been 1,350 people 

who participated in the trials, and there were 1,350 people, but what happened to these 1,350 people? 

 

Ha ha…… 

 

   Three hundred and twenty of them were seriously injured, and one hundred and thirty were 

retired. What about the remaining nine hundred? 

 

   Of these nine hundred people, none of them were selected by any forces! 

 

   These people, without exception, are dead! 

 

   Besides, he died in the first round! 

 

   These people behave differently, some are even very funny, the only thing in common is 

weakness! 

 



   is too weak! 

 

   However, these self-defeating warriors can bring a lot of jokes to the audience present. 

 

   The **** envoy didn't say much, he put Ye Chen into the arena directly, and the principle of the 

**** league was to only look at the magic cards and not the contestants. 

 

   Even if it is a pig with a magic card, it can also participate in the trials. 

 

At this time, in the Arena of Fighting, there is a separate exquisite attic. This is the VIP seat in the Arena. 

At this time, in the attic, on the main seat, there are two people sitting on the main seat, one with gray 

hair, but his face Extremely ruddy, a childlike face with a crane hair, and a superb light in his eyes, 

dressed in a black and white robe. . 

 

   sat with a woman wearing a black gauze dress, wearing a veil, and exuding an extremely cold and 

terrifying atmosphere. 

 

   Although this woman wears a veil and can't see her face clearly, her pair of eyes are comparable to 

galaxies, so bright to the extreme, they can illuminate the entire universe! 


